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In former days my friends and I wanted to become heroes who could ‘’shatter 
misfortune and level calamity.’’ We did not know what it takes to become a hero,so we 
tried to imitate the knights of old.

I cannot help smiling when I think of our youthful dreams. We hardly looked the part of 
brave knights as we clutched our bamboo swords and repeated the words of the 
ancients.  Now as I write, surrounded by a cold and bustling city,I feel a bit of the old 
desire. The world is the same as when we were children, still patiently awaiting the 

appearance of real heroes.

Before the knights of old descended their mountain training grounds to rescue those in 
need, they trained a long time with revered masters in the martial arts.  My training as 
a Buddhist novice consisted of one small book, Gathas for Daily Life. I learned 

to cook, sweep, carry water, and chop wood.  

Some of us did not have enough time to learn the arts of cooking, sweeping, carrying 
water, and chopping wood before being forced to descend the mountain. Others 
descended of their own will before they were ready.  

With our talents and abilities still undeveloped,how could we save others? We 
may have thought of ourselves as heroic, indispensable, and may even have called 
ourselves heroes, but society too often accepts those who are heroes in appearance 
only, making it possible for such people to think they are true heroes.  

They come to believe that if they were not present, everything would fall apart. And yet 
when my friends and I left Phuong Boi,the world did not disintegrate.

Life waits patiently for true heroes.  It is dangerous when those aspiring to be 

heroes cannot wait until they find themselves. When aspiring heroes have not found 
themselves, they are tempted to borrow the world’s weapons-money, fame,and power-
to fight their battles. These weapons cannot protect the inner life of the hero.

To cope with his fears and insecurities, the premature hero has to stay busy all the time. 
The destructive capacity of nonstop busyness rivals nuclear weapons and is as 

addictive as opium. It empties the life of the spirit.

False heroes find it easier to make war than deal with the emptiness in their own souls.

They think they are real heroes because they are so busy, but if we could see their inner 
lives, we would see desolation. Without fierce resolve and a mature spiritual life, 

private demons cannot be controlled.

                                                                                             


